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Gauss the astronomer: fall and rise

C.F. Gauss (1777-1855)
wikipedia
Portrait by C.A. Jensen

The nucleus of the galaxy M31
(the Andromeda Galaxy)
NASA/ESA/Tod Lauer;
WIYN/KPNO
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Perturbations in the motion of the planets
I Short-period perturbations (months - centuries)
I Secular perturbations (millennia - millions of years)

I Associated with variations in climate

Source: Muller & MacDonald 1995
I Can be calculated by some method of averaging:
I Slow and fast variables xs , xf
I Replace equation ẋs = f (xs , xf ) by ẋs = 〈f (xs , .)〉f , i.e.

averaging over the fast motion
I In the planetary context, this idea was introduced by Gauss

(1818), and he gave a concrete physical interpretation
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Averaging the two-body problem

Sun

Planet

I 3 degrees of freedom – motion specified by 6 phase space
variables

I can choose so that 5 parameters specify the orbit (fixed if
there is no perturbation), 1 specifies the position on the orbit
(and is t-dependent). 5 slow variables, 1 fast variable

I Gauss: for secular perturbations on other planets, the
perturbing planet may be replaced by a ring, the mass-density
in an arc being proportional to the time spent there

I The planet is replaced by a “Gaussian ring”
I Only the gravitational field is calculated from the ring; the

orbit still has angular momentum, for example.
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Development of the method
I Gauss (1818)

Determinatio attractionis
quam in punctum quodvis positionis datae

exerceret planeta si eius massa
per totam orbitam

ratione temporis quo singulae partes
describentur

uniformiter esset dispertita
I expressed the acceleration at a point due to a Gaussian ring, in

terms of elliptic integrals

I Practical computational form developed by
I Adams (1867)
I Hill (1882)
I Halphen (1888)
I Goryachev (1937)

I Potential at a point given by Plummer (1918), Kondratyev
(2012)
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Two planets

Sun

Planet 1

Planet 2

I Must average the potential V over both rings
I Useful approximations

1. Small eccentricities and inclinations (Laplace, Lagrange, etc)
2. One ring much smaller than the other, arbitrary inclination and

eccentricity (Lidov 1961/1962)
3. One ring circular, power series in ratio of sizes, arbitrary

inclination and eccentricity (Kozai 1962)
4. Two neighbouring rings, softened gravitational interaction

(Borderies et al 1983, Touma etal 2009)
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Hierarchical systems (Lidov’s Theory)

Sun

Planet 2

Planet 1

I Let r be the position vector of Planet 1 relative to the sun

I Let R be the position vector of Planet 2 relative to the centre
of mass of the Sun and Planet 1 (Jacobi coordinates)

I Multipole expansion: total potential energy is

V ' −GM�m1

r
−Gm2(M� + m1)

R
−Gm1m2M�

M� + m1

(
3(r.R)2

R5
− r2

R3

)
I First two terms: pure point-mass potential

I Third term: “the disturbing function” R
I Now average R over both fast motions (“inner” and “outer”)
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The averaged perturbing function

〈〈R〉〉 = − Gm1m2M�
8(M� + m1)

a21
a32(1− e22)3/2

×{
2 + 3e21 − 3 sin2 i(5e21 sin2 ω1 + 1− e21)

}
I ω1 is the “argument of pericentre” of the inner motion (the

angle between the major axis and the line of nodes)
I i is the inclination between the two orbital planes
I e1 is the inner eccentricity

Major axis

Line of nodes

Sun
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Constants of the motion
I General principle: if the perturbation is independent of some

angle, then the corresponding (“conjugate”) momentum is
constant.

I Example: if a potential is independent of rotations about
z-axis, z-component of angular momentum is constant.

I Here 〈〈R〉〉 is independent of fast angle of both planets (by
averaging), and so conjugate variable is constant.

I Conjugate is proportional to a1/2 (a = semi-major axis)
I Hence a1, a2 are constant.
I Similarly e2 is constant (outer eccentricity)
I Similarly, normal component of angular momentum of

inner motion is constant, i.e.√
G (M� + m1)a1(1− e21) cos i

I Total energy is −GM�m1

2a1
− G (M� + m1)m2

2a2
+ 〈〈R〉〉 (two

kepler motions plus averaged perturbing potential)
I Hence 〈〈R〉〉 is constant.
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Constants of the motion – II

1.

〈〈R〉〉 ∝ 2 + 3e21 −3 sin2 i(5e21 sin2 ω1 + 1− e21) = C1(constant)
(1)

2.
(1− e21) cos2 i = C2(constant) (2)

3. The three variables e1, ω1, i are constrained by (1) and (2),
i.e. two surfaces in this 3-dimensional space

4. Motion takes place on closed curve of intersection of the
surfaces, i.e. motion reduces to one degree of freedom

5. Time scale T has to be obtained from equations of motion:
for comparable masses, P1,P2,T are in geometric progression.

6. For given value of C2, varying C1 gives a one-parameter family
of motions (“phase portrait”)
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Phase portrait (1)
I Case C2 = (1− e21) cos2 i = 0.9
I ⇒ e21 ≤ 0.1 and cos2 i ≥ 0.9
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I If initial eccentricity and inclination are small, they remain
small

I Known since Laplace (1749-1827)
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Phase portrait (2)
I Case C2 = (1− e21) cos2 i = 0.1
I ⇒ e21 ≤ 0.9 and cos2 i ≥ 0.1
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I If initial eccentricity is small and orbits almost orthogonal, e1
becomes large

I Discovered by Lidov (1961) in the context of artificial satellites
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Example
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I Full three-body integration (note quasi-periodic perturbations)
I Initial orbits circular
I Initial inclination nearly 90 deg
I High-inclination orbits can reach very high eccentricity
I “Kozai-Lidov oscillations”
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Applications 1: Artifical Earth Satellites

I M. Lidov (1962)

I Sun→Earth,
inner planet→satellite,
outer planet→moon

I Perigee (distance of closest
approach to Earth) is a1(1− e1)

I If e1 approaches 1, the satellite is
destroyed in Earth’s atmosphere

I Luna 3 launched 4 October 1959

I Photographed moon’s far side

I Orbit highly inclined

I Initial perigee (after passing near
moon) 47000km

I Decreased to less than radius of
Earth after 11 orbits

Wikipedia

nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov

Jodrell Bank
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Applications 2,3
I 2. Asteroids

I Y. Kozai (1962)
I Gauss’s fame as an astronomer came from his work on the

orbit of the asteroid Ceres
I Gauss also studied perturbations of asteroids by planets

“..better death than such a life.”
I 3. Sungrazing comets

I Bailey, Chambers and Hahn (1992)
I Comets with perihelion distance (distance from sun at closest

approach) comparable with solar radius
I Assume Jupiter orbit circular, comet orbit has arbitrary e, i , a
I Example: Comet P/Machholz (1986VIII)
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Applications 4: Close binaries and planets
I Kiseleva and Eggleton (1999)
I consider suitable hierarchical triple stellar system (inner binary

and third star)
I by Kozai-Lidov mechanism, distance of periastron of inner

binary q shrinks
I close approach of two stars (or star and planet) results in tides

I as stars separate, tide dissipates

I energy dissipated ∼ Gm2
∗

q

(
R∗
q

)5

I orbital energy has been converted to internal energy of stars
I little change of angular momentum and therefore of a(1− e2)
I semi-major axis a decreases, e → 0
I Kozai-Lidov mechanism is quenched

16 / 25
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Close binary stars and planets (2): examples

I Close double stars
I About 8% of stars are triple
I A significant fraction must exhibit

Kozai-Lidov cycles, and form close
binary stars

I Hot Jupiters
I Planets with mass of order mJ , very

close to parent star
I Best theory:

I Formed much further out
I Migrate to small distance by

Lidov-Kozai mechanism with tides
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Application 5: Supermassive black holes
Most galaxies are thought to contain SMBH, embedded in a star
cluster (“nuclear star cluster”)

Example 1: the Andromeda Galaxy

Example 2: the Milky Way

I The BH dominates the
gravitational field in the frame

I The cluster of stars resembles a
planetary system, with large
eccentricities

I The evolution of their orbits can be
treated by use of Gaussian rings
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Supermassive Black Holes - potential
I Touma, Tremaine & Kazandjian 2009, etc
I Assume stellar orbits nearly coplanar
I Non-coplanarity modelled by assuming Gaussian ring is

slightly thickened

I Characterise Gaussian ring by thickening ε, semi-major axis a
and Runge-Lenz vector e (points along major axis, length =
eccentricity)

2a

e
Black hole

d
Orbit of star 1 Star 2

I Potential at small distance d � a from the ring is of order

−Gm1

a1
ln

(
a

ε+ d

)
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Supermassive Black Holes - interaction energy

I Potential at a point of order −Gm

a
ln

(
a

ε+ d

)
I For neighbouring rings of stars 1 and 2, typical distance is of

order |a1 − a2|+ ā|e1 − e2|
I Interaction energy V of order

−Gm̄

ā
ln

(
ā

ε+ |a1 − a2|+ ā|e1 − e2|

)
(See Touma & Tremaine (2014) arXiv1401.5534)

I As in Kozai-Lidov theory, semi-major axis ai approximately
constant

I The two components of ei are approximately conjugate
dynamical variables

I In dynamics, position x and momentum p are conjugate
variables

I ẋ = ∂H/∂p, ṗ = ∂H/∂x (H = Hamiltonian)
I Here ėx = ∂V /∂ey , ėy = −∂V /∂ex
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Digression: two-dimensional vortex dynamics

I Onsager 1949

I Interaction between two vortices is

− 1

2π
κ1κ2 ln |r1 − r2|

I Components of r are conjugate variables

I Onsager introduced notion of
negative-temperature statistical equilibria,
in which like vortices attract

I May explain the Great Red Spot on
Jupiter

I Similarity with interaction for nearby
Gaussian rings

I Prograde and retrograde stars correspond
to positive and negative vortex strength κ

+-

+

-

--

--

Source: NASA
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Supermassive black holes - counter-rotating disks

I Kazandjian & Touma 2013
I N-body simulation

I SMBH
I prograde disk mass

0.1M•, N = 2.5× 105

I retrograde disk mass
0.01M•

I retrograde disk “dissolves”
I prograde disk

I becomes eccentric,
precessing ring

I maintains cohesiveness
I high density at apocentre,

where stars move most
slowly

I First-order phase transition
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Supermassive black holes - the Andromeda Galaxy
Simulation of Kazandjian &
Touma 2013

M31

I The counterrotating disk may have been an infallen globular
star cluster

I Model consistent also with observed kinematics of the region
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Summary

I Though the classical three-body problem is non-integrable,
astronomers/mathematicians have developed effective
approximate methods of study, such as averaging

I An old idea of Gauss (Gaussian rings) has slowly developed,
and is of increasing importance, thanks mainly to recent
discoveries in observational astronomy

I Artificial satellites
I Asteroids
I Close binaries
I Comets
I Exoplanets
I Lop-sided galactic nuclei
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The last word to Gauss

Gauss...did not believe pure mathematics to be important enough
to deserve support. Thus he sought a position in astronomy...
(wikipedia)

“Do apply yourself somewhat to practical astronomy. It is,
according to my notion, next to the joys of the heart and the
contemplation of truth in pure mathematics, the sweetest
enjoyment which we can have on earth.”
(Gauss)
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